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I am Scott Patterson,
president of the division for the coming year.
How did I get here? After
practicing in Florida for
10 years, I relocated to
Maryland six years ago.
To help stay connected to
the Florida legal scene,
I decided to become involved with the OOSPD. A
letter to Scott Atwood and Duffy Myrtetus,
incoming and outgoing division presidents

at the time, quickly accomplished this.
Since that fateful letter four years ago, it
has became clear to me that, thanks to the
tireless and effective work of past and current leaders of the division, beginning with
its inception in 1992, the division has captured the attention of Bar leadership. The
division is now in the position of capitalizing
and building on this attention; however, to
do so the division must increase its membership, increase the involvement of its membership and develop future leaders. Every
See “President’s message,” page 3

Annual meeting CLE draws
large crowd
by Eric Meeks, OOSPD Immediate Past President

December

NYC CLE

program gets
new date

The annual meeting was a great success, and a special thank you goes to all
who donated their time and effort to make

everything run smoothly.
Approximately 80 people attended the
See “Annual meeting,” page 2

Watch for details in
the mail and next
issue of

State-to-State.

The division’s
annual NYC
Seminar at
Fordham Law
School is getting a
new date, probably
February 2007.
Further
announcements to
follow.

08/06

OOSPD Immediate Past President Eric Meeks, Florida Bar Immediate Past President Alan Bookman, OOSPD Treasurer
Mike Busenkell, OOSPD President-elect Tim Chinaris, Florida Bar President Henry Coxe III, OOSPD President Scott
Patterson, OOSPD Secretary Allyn Kantor and Florida Bar President-elect Francisco Angones

Difficulties in the appointment of nonresident personal representatives
by William A. Lee III
F.S. 733.304 prevents non-residents,
including members
of The Florida Bar,
f rom ser v ing as
personal representatives of Florida
estates unless the
non-resident is a
relative of the decedent or a spouse of
a relative. Most of the time the nominated non-resident personal representative is going to be a relative, but in
some instances people would like to
name a trusted friend or their non-

resident Florida attorney but cannot.
Have you had a client who has not
been able to nominate someone to be
the personal representative in his or
her will because of the restrictions of
F.S. 733.304? Have you been involved
in a probate where the nominated
personal representative could not
serve because of the restriction? Do
you know of anyone else who has had
these problems? If the answer to any
of these questions is “yes,” please
email me a description of the occurrence at walee@olmplaw.com.
The OOSPD is exploring the possibility of requesting a change in the

Annual meeting

attend in recent years. A big thank
you to the volunteer instructors:
Richard Tanner (NJ), John Voorn (IL),
Eric Meeks (OH), Gary Leppla (OH)
and Tim Chinaris (AL). Also thank
you to Arlee Colman, our division
administrator, for all of her hard work
and efforts during this past year.

statute to allow more non-residents
to serve as personal representative
of Florida estates, and your responses
will be helpful in determining the
scope of the problem.
William A. Lee III is a graduate of
the University of Florida School of
Law and is a member of the Florida,
Maine and Washington state Bars. He
is the managing partner in O’Donnell
and Lee LLC in Waterville, Maine,
and his practice is concentrated in
civil litigation, municipal law and
estate planning and probate for residents of Maine and Florida.

On Friday the OOSPD co-hosted a
luncheon
with the Young Lawyers Difrom page 1
vision to present the 50-year awards.
This event was well attended, and
Governor Reuben O’D. Askew, the
OOSPD’s CLE, “Taking Care of Yourguest speaker, provided interesting
self and Your Practice” and “Ethics in
insights from his political career.
2006,” held on Wednesday afternoon.
Later Friday afternoon during the
This was one of the largest crowds to
OOSPD Executive Council
meeting, the new officers took
their oaths of office. Special
Florida Bar visitors included
President Henry Coxe III, Immediate Past President Alan
Bookman and President-elect
Francisco Angones. Following
the meeting the division cohosted a reception.
On Saturday morning, runners gathered to participate in
the Hat, Shirt and Squirt 5k
race. All of the proceeds benefited the Florida Skin Cancer
Foundation. Former Division
Presidents Scott Attwood and
Eric Meeks battled the high
heat and humidity to finish
the
race before many people
Florida Bar President Henry Coxe III swears in the new OOSPD officers: Treasurer Mike Busenkell,
ate breakfast.
President-elect Tim Chinaris, President Scott Patterson and Secretary Allyn Kantor.

Page  •
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President’s message
from page 1

out-of-state Bar member should also
be an OOSPD member.
If you are reading this, you are
probably already a division member
(if not, please join today). The division now needs your involvement. At
a minimum, you should encourage
any of your out-of-state colleagues
who are not OOSPD members to join.
Further involvement can range from
providing feedback to the division
on issues of interest to you as an
out-of-state Bar member, writing an
article for this newsletter, developing
a local division affiliate in your area
or leading or assisting on a division
project.
The current out-of-state members
of the Board of Governors—Gary Leppla, Richard Tanner, Brian Burgoon
and Ian Comisky—all former division leaders and current active division members, will not remain BOG
members forever. Without exception,
they are respected and influential
BOG members, and the retirement
of each will be a significant loss to
the OOSPD. To maintain and grow
its sphere of influence, the division
must continue to identify, develop

FLORIDA...
   was
    discovered
     by an
      out-of-stater.

and promote future BOG candidates.
Again, these future BOG members
must come from the division’s membership.
Newly installed Bar President
Hank Coxe and President-elect Frank
Angones are both good people and
good friends of our division. Coxe, a
Jacksonville practitioner, was born
in Pennsylvania, raised in New Jersey and educated in Tennessee and
Virginia. Angones was born in Cuba.
His journey from Cuban immigrant
to future leader of The Florida Bar is
nothing short of remarkable. Attend
the Bar’s annual meeting next June
in Orlando and it will be my pleasure
to personally introduce you to both
Hank and Frank. Former president
of our division (and current active
member) Scott Atwood is presidentelect of the Young Lawyers Division,
a remarkable accomplishment for
an out-of-state Bar member. With
the leadership in place, the next two
years present a great opportunity to
the division. But the OOSPD needs
your involvement to capitalize on this
opportunity.
Over the past several years, the
division’s website—www.flabar
outofstaters.org—has been established, and it continues to develop as
a resource. Please take a moment to
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visit the site. If there is nothing useful there for you now, I can assure you
there will be in the future. (Website
development is one of several division projects needing membership
involvement.) At a minimum, bookmark the site and visit periodically.
Read the division’s bylaws published
on the site. For an idea of what the
division is doing and, more importantly, can be doing, read Section 1.2
outlining the purposes of the division and Section 5.1 describing the
division’s various committees. The
Out-of-State Practitioners Division
has done much since its inception a
short 14 years ago; with your involvement, it can do much more. Initiate
your involvement now by calling me
at 410/554-5178 or emailing me at
scott.patterson@zurichna.com.

Mark Your
Calendar!
Saturday, February 2007
(date TBD)
New York City Seminar
Fordham Law School
*****
March 30, 2007
(tentative)
Florida Law in the
Windy City Seminar
Chicago
*****
June 29, 2007
The Florida Bar
Annual Meeting
OOSPD Executive Council
Meeting & Reception
Marriott World Center
Orlando
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An advertising primer
by Gary J. Leppla

for help:

As Florida lawyers,
we are all subject to
advertising rules,
among the most
comprehensive and
strict in the nation,
as promulgated by
The Florida Bar.
Here are a few suggestions to help you
know when to ask

1. Requirements to file ads for
review by the Bar
Any lawyer or law firm distributing information through any public
media to prospective clients must
generally file a copy of the advertisement or communication with The
Florida Bar’s Standing Committee on
Advertising, through its staff, prior to
or simultaneously with the use of the
advertisement. Note that this does
not mean “pre-approval.”

filing fee in the amount of $150 and
an accurate English translation if the
advertisement appears in some other
language. Again, the advertisement
does not need to be pre-approved
before it is used.
4. Advertising issues
Advertisements may not contain
material misrepresentations of fact
or law and may not be directly or
impliedly false or misleading. Statements likely to create unjustified expectations about the results a lawyer
can achieve are prohibited. At the
present, testimonials from clients
may not be used in advertisements,
and no qualitative descriptions of
the lawyer’s ability or services may
be included.

2. Certain basic ads are exempt
from filing
An ad with no illustration and
minimal information concerning the
names of the lawyers, office location,
telephone numbers, addresses, date
of admission to The Florida Bar, foreign language ability, certifications,
acceptance of credit cards and similar
matters, is commonly referred to as a
“Tombstone Ad” and is exempt from
Bar filing requirements.

5. Fees represented in advertising
If an advertisement contains information about a fee, it must also disclose
whether the client is responsible for
costs/expenses in addition to the fee.
Any advertised fee or fee range must be
honored by the attorney for at least 90
days, unless the advertisement specifies a shorter time. In the case of Yellow
Pages advertising, or any advertising
in annual directories, the fee must be
honored for no less than one year following publication. If a case is to be
referred to another attorney, the advertisement must include a statement
so advising the client.

3. What to file
Filing with the staff of the Standing Committee on Advertising must
include a copy of the advertisement or
videotape/audiotape, a transcript of
any audio portion of a tape, a sample
of any direct mail communication, a
statement of all media to which the
item will be sent for distribution, a

6. Mandatory statements in advertising
In a size no less than one-quarter the size of the largest sized text,
there must be included the name of a
lawyer, a disclosure of the geographic
location, cost disclosures as well as
the word “advertisement” on the outside and the first page of any mailed

www.flabaroutofstaters.org
The OOSPD’s website offers lots of useful information about division events,
and provides a goldmine of information for you when you practice in Florida.
Everything from court websites to court rules to an attorney search directory.
And it provides everything you need to know about your CLE requirements.
Page  •
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advertisement. In the case of targeted
direct mail, the first sentence of the
letter must be, “If you have already
retained a lawyer for this matter,
please disregard this letter.” All email
advertisements must contain the subject line “Legal Advertisement.”

7. Additional advertising and solicitation issues
A lawyer may never have direct,
in-person, real time contact with a
prospective client unless that client
is a family member, current client
or former client. A lawyer may pay
no one for recommending his or her
services. A lawyer may not use information from non-confidential police
reports to solicit accident or crime
victims, and it is a criminal violation
for employees of certain public and
injury related services to assist an
attorney in soliciting legal business.
An attorney soliciting for plaintiff-clients must wait at least 30 days after
an injury, death, accident or disaster
to direct mail or communicate with a
prospective client.
Stay tuned. Changes to the rules
have been proposed and are under
consideration by the Florida Supreme
Court. Simplification of review standards may be at hand. Additional
consideration of inclusion of websites
within regulated advertising is being
considered by a separate committee
of The Florida Bar (with a preliminary recommendation that websites
be regulated in the same fashion as
the Yellow Pages).
When in doubt, contact The Florida
Bar staff for the Standing Committee
on Advertising.
Gary J. Leppla is a partner in the
law firm of Leppla Associates in Dayton, Ohio. His primary areas of practice are malpractice and consumer
injury law, commercial litigation, real
estate and professional ethics law. He
served as president of the Out-of-State
Practitioners Division from 1994-95
and is serving his third term on the
Board of Governors of The Florida
Bar. Leppla Associates also maintains
a satellite office in Sarasota, Fla.

Consequences of federal estate tax changes
by John H. Martin
The value excluded from the reach of
the federal estate
tax has increased
markedly over the
past decade. It has
moved from an exclusion amount
of $600,000 to its
present $2 million
figure.1 The quixotic
2001 Tax Act2 promised total elimination of estate tax for taxpayers willing to die in 2010, but it re-imposed a
much lower exclusion amount for those
who lived beyond that point.3 Planners
and their clients apparently will not
enjoy such an erratic ride. Congress
now seems willing to settle partisan
differences and enact a per taxpayer
exclusion of $5 million.4
Whatever might remain to be said
about the merits of a total repeal or
alternative compromises, it is clear
that even now the federal estate tax
affects very few taxpayers.5 Once the
exclusion moves from the current $2
million to the greater compromise
figure, only a handful of taxpayers
will have any need to pay attention
to the federal estate tax.6
There are numerous consequences
that flow from a narrowing of the federal estate tax base. The obvious intended consequences are significantly
lower rates7 that apply to a very small
group of taxpayers. There are, however,
several less obvious consequences that
affect both clients and attorneys. Old
estate planning approaches will be
replaced with new thinking. Different
documents will be required to implement new strategies for transmission of
wealth. At the same time, new planning
obstacles have appeared. Estate taxes
are being imposed by the different
states. With higher federal exclusion
amounts, compliance with a remote and
seemingly irrelevant law will be difficult to attain. Moreover, the locus of the
estate planning practice for those taxpayers who continue to have exposure
to a federal estate tax liability will shift.
Sophisticated tax planning most likely
will migrate to large firms or boutique
trust and estate firms located in large
metropolitan areas. Finally, the near
demise of the federal transfer taxes will

affect the law school curriculum.

New estate planning
approaches

Since 1948 the contours of the federal estate tax law have dictated the
design of the estate plans for a married couple whose combined wealth
approaches or exceeds the value of
one estate tax exclusion.8 A large segment of the middle class was affected
when the exclusion was modest. Under the traditional planning model,
husband and wife are advised to split
assets to create a separate estate for
each. Then, each spouse executes a
will, possibly with a revocable trust,
stipulating that if he or she dies first,
that spouse’s assets will be allocated
initially to a bypass trust, a trust
typically to benefit the survivor but
always designed to escape taxation at
the survivor’s death. The value of the
first decedent’s estate that exceeds
the exclusion amount passes either
outright to the survivor or into a trust
that qualifies for the marital deduction. This prototype arrangement, in
current estate planning documents
for hundreds of thousands of married
couples, postpones estate tax until
the second death and allows each
spouse to shelter assets from tax in
amounts up to the exclusion available
to each.
For most married couples today
that prototype arrangement is unnecessary. It is unnecessary for vast
numbers of clients who already have
signed estate planning documents
that follow the traditional approach.
And it is unnecessary for many of
those who are doing an estate plan
for the first time. For couples whose
combined wealth is less than the
exclusion amount, there simply is no
need to split assets to create separate
estates. There is no need to establish
a trust, irrevocable at the first death
and to last for the lifetime of the survivor, solely for tax reasons, because
there is no estate tax to avoid at the
second death. All of this dictates that
attorneys develop new approaches to
planning for these clients.
There will continue to be an uncertain threat of an estate tax liability

for some couples. Those who have
value approaching $2 million today
likely will have no liability if at least
one of the couple expects to live to
2010 or beyond.9 After the anticipated
exclusion of $5 million takes effect,
the threshold for anxiety over estate
tax consequences will be combined
wealth of something short of that
amount or if portability of a first decedent’s exclusion also becomes law,
the point of concern for an estate tax
liability moves to combined wealth
nearing the $10 million figure.
One of the vehicles that can be employed to address an unlikely but possible estate tax threat is a so-called
disclaimer joint trust.10 The disclaimer joint trust is a single trust having
both spouses and then the surviving
spouse as beneficiaries. Both spouses
and then the survivor possess authority to amend the trust. While
both are living, each may revoke and
take a specified portion of the trust.
The trust, however, is prepared with
the anticipation that there may be a
threat of an estate tax liability that
appears at the first decedent’s death.
If that threat materializes, the survivor may disclaim the portion of the
joint trust over which the first decedent had sole power of revocation. As
a consequence of the disclaimer and
pursuant to directions contained in
the joint trust, a portion of the trust
falls into a bypass trust that pays
income to the survivor. The principal
of the bypass trust may be invaded
for the survivor’s benefit, and the
value remaining escapes the reach
of the estate tax law at the survivor’s
death.
The joint trust, with or without
the disclaimer mechanism, will be
an attractive planning solution for
substantial numbers of married clients. For those who clearly never will
have an encounter with the federal
estate tax, the joint trust, without a
disclaimer mechanism, offers a convenient, understandable arrangement
for control, probate avoidance and
asset management while both live
and during the survivor’s lifetime. For
couples who aspire to join the ranks
of the very well to do and have that
continued, next page...
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potential, the addition of terms to allow the survivor to shunt assets into
a bypass trust via a disclaimer will
be desirable. If substantial wealth
is not attained, the survivor simply
enjoys and controls the whole of the
trust. Otherwise, a disclaimer can be
made to reduce the value that will
be exposed to a tax at the survivor’s
death.
The joint trust with the disclaimer
feature may continue to be attractive even if a $5 million exclusion
is adopted as a feature of the estate
tax compromise. The ability to create a bypass trust by the survivor’s
disclaimer permits a postponement
of decisions until the first death. This
is a valuable tool in an uncertain
environment. The feeling of uncertainty will not disappear just because
Congress passes a “permanent” solution. Attorneys and clients will find it
difficult to ignore completely the possible expansion of the federal estate
tax. The estate tax has been a fixture
for nearly a century. What goes up
may come down. Under a different
Congress in a different political climate, the exclusion amount may be
lowered to ensnare taxpayers who
thought themselves outside the reach
of the estate tax. Certainly if the tax
is not repealed but continues under
a compromise reached in the current
debate, it will be easy for a future
Congress simply to adjust the exclusion amount and rates. The joint trust
with the disclaimer mechanism offers
a partial hedge against unanticipated
tax liability.
The prospect of a future exposure
to estate tax liability also is likely to
encourage the continued formation
of dynasty trusts that skip transfer
taxation at intervening generations
even though those generations enjoy economic benefits of the trusts.11
Indeed, cautious attorneys may well
promote these dynasty trusts as a
safeguard against the unknown future.
Because the federal estate tax will
no longer be an immediate concern
to most clients, they and their attorneys can focus on the clients’ true
dispositive objectives and concerns
uninfluenced by requirements to obtain the marital deduction and unPage  •

encumbered by limitations on use
and enjoyment necessary to escape
estate taxation at the second death.
Clients can tailor an estate plan to
address non-tax concerns without
the hindrance of the tax law. This
freedom does not mean that most
clients will or should retreat to using
a simple will that leaves all assets to
the survivor or to descendants. While
many substantial estates have been
freed from the reach of the estate tax,
trusts will remain necessary for asset
management, for preservation and
enhancement of capital, for protection of beneficiaries from themselves
and from creditors and to segregate
inherited family wealth from marital
assets.
Many people will believe they don’t
need to engage in estate planning
when they hear that estate tax is no
longer a concern. Those who have current documents that reflect the traditional approach to estate tax issues
may believe they are protected. These
reactions are potentially harmful.12
It will be a challenge, however, to
get people to an attorney to revise or
create an estate plan in the absence
of motivation supplied by the threat
of an impending tax.

Effect of state taxation at
death

Until amended in 2001, the federal estate tax law allowed a credit
against the federal tax in an amount
equal to estate or inheritance taxes
paid to a state, subject to a cap determined by statutory formula.13 The
credit was available only to the extent
a tax actually was paid to a state.
Thus, the credit did not operate as
an additional burden on the taxpayer
but operated solely as a revenue sharing device between federal and state
governments. Accordingly, every state
imposed an estate tax in a minimum
amount equal to the federal credit
available to the taxable estate. In
the period leading up to the 2001
Act, there was relative uniformity
between the states as to taxation of
transfers at death. Indeed, nearly 75
percent of the states imposed a tax
at death equal only to the available
federal credit.14
Congressional tax writers altered
the landscape. In a move that took
revenue from the states and diverted
it to the federal government, the fed-
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eral credit was phased out over a
three-year period15 and then replaced
by a deduction.16 The elimination of
the federal credit had a predictable
and unfortunate consequence. States
missed the revenue they formerly
enjoyed. Roughly 50 percent of the
states now impose their own separate
regimes taxing transfers at death.17
Some have continued a tax equal to
what previously was allowed as a federal credit. Others have unique and
individualized estate tax systems, no
two of them being identical.
Different tax systems in the several
states might sound at first like a benign consequence of a federal system.
The emergence, however, of unique
state transfer tax schemes complicates
estate planning for many clients, even
those of modest wealth. Imposition of
tax generally depends on domicile at
death. Clients move. They change domicile. Documents prepared for the tax
system in effect in the client’s original
domicile may be inadequate under the
law of the domicile at death. Even if
clients stay in place, their asset composition changes and assets often are
spread over several states. The estate
planner who is licensed to practice in
the client’s domicile must be diligent
to ascertain if the distant locale where
assets are situated imposes an estate
tax, provision for which must be made
and avoidance or mitigation of which
should be examined. Counsel in those
other jurisdictions must be consulted (and compensated) for advice and
review (or preparation) of pertinent
portions of the estate planning documents.
Not only do differing state tax systems impose a substantial burden
on individual clients in the planning
phase, they also will have an insidious effect on choice of domicile. A
state tax imposed at relatively low
marginal rates may still be a significant amount for very large estates.
The wealthy will have motivation
to move. A potential tax liability, especially one that can be avoided by
stepping across a state line, also will
affect decisions regarding domicile
by people of modest means. If Ohio
imposes a tax (as it does in 2006) at
6 percent on estate values exceeding
$338,33318 and Florida imposes no
estate tax (a blessing guaranteed by
the Florida Constitution),19 a couple
who retires from careers of working in Ohio may well migrate to the

tax free sunshine. Even if the couple
possesses only a modest collection of
assets, the psychological impact of a
prospective “death tax” in one state
but not another may be a decisive
factor in selection of domicile. Most
states appreciate the economic benefit of having retirees as residents,
and states work to attract or retain
them. Presence of a state estate tax,
however, will be a negative factor
in competition among the states for
retirees.

Impact on estate planning
practice

The application of the federal estate tax to a shrinking portion of the
population will have a direct effect on
the estate planning practice. Attorneys who counsel clients and prepare
trusts and wills will continue to enjoy
a substantial practice. It will be a
different mix of work, however, from
that enjoyed in the past. Far fewer
clients will need estate tax oriented
planning.20 Obviously, those who do
need it will be owners of substantial
wealth. Attorneys who practice in rural communities or small to medium
sized urban areas will find far fewer
people in their client base who need
estate tax expertise. If an attorney
makes infrequent forays into estate
tax planning and drafting, it is reasonable to assume the attorney will
have less incentive to keep current
and will find it increasingly difficult
to justify the time and expense of
maintaining a high level of skill in
this practice area. Over time, the
attorney’s expertise will erode. New
attorneys in those geographic areas
will not be enticed to acquire the
specialized knowledge base for estate
tax work.
Estate tax expertise will continue
to exist and to be needed so long as
the tax affects some clients. Gradually, that expertise is likely to become
concentrated in two places. One will
be large firms that have very wealthy
clients in sufficiently substantial
numbers to justify the devotion of time
and expense to acquire, maintain and
update skills. The other repository of
expertise will be the boutique trusts
and estates firm that, because of its
specialization and reputation, has
attracted a sufficient client base. But,
it is most likely the estate tax and
high end estate planning practice will

become almost exclusively a big city
practice. There will be boutique firms
that stand out as exceptions. Whether
located in a large firm or boutique
entity, however, the individual estate planner will serve clients from a
broader geographic area. Expanding
the reach of his or her practice will
be necessary just to acquire a critical
mass of clients who possess the need
for estate tax expertise.
The high end estate planning practice already has evolved from an earlier emphasis on marital deduction
and credit shelter planning. 21 For
some years now, the focus has been
on arrangements that offer valuation
discounts. Family limited partnerships became the vogue.22 Grantor
retained annuity trusts23 and sales
to intentionally defective grantor
trusts24 are standard fare. So too are
qualified personal residence trusts.25
These and devices not yet named or
even discovered, but almost certainly
of escalating complexity, will be the
routine work of those who, in the
future, advise and plan for the very
wealthy.
Attorneys who have clients of
moderate wealth will focus, as noted
previously, on property management
issues and protective devices for beneficiaries who should not receive outright transfers. The practice of these
attorneys will change in other ways as
well. Indeed, their practice will need
to change if these attorneys are to
have work sufficient to employ them
full time in the trusts and estates
field. Subspecialties will need to be
developed and promoted. Trusts and
estates litigation will occupy some.
For others, a central activity will be
the practice of elder law. Other attorneys will develop an expertise in
advising nonprofit organizations and
become known for crafting charitable
gifts. Still others may decide to offer
fiduciary services to clients. Whatever
the new emphasis, the traditional estate planner will face the challenge of
developing procedures and acquiring
the expertise to deliver a new service
to clients.

Effect on the law school
curriculum

A course in federal estate and gift
taxation has long been a common
offering in the curriculums of many
law schools. Often it is a prerequisite

to an estate planning drafting course
or seminar. If both the federal estate
and federal gift taxes threaten to become extinct or to become rara avis,
fewer students will want to elect a
course devoted to them. The greatly
diminished importance of the subject
matter challenges the presence of
an entire course devoted to federal
transfer taxes.
Faculty at many law schools may
well decide to deemphasize federal
transfer taxes in the curriculum.
They could do this by developing
a new course that will retain an
analysis of transfer tax policy and
concepts (eschewing the detail usually covered in current offerings)
and add other topics that are core
bases of knowledge for those who
engage in the estate planning practice. These other core areas certainly
include elder law;26 fiduciary income
taxation; asset protection; retirement plans; life, disability and long
term care insurance; and principles
of prudent fiduciary investing. The
goal of this curriculum change will
be to substitute a course intended
to supply a basic level of fiduciary
tax and financial literacy in place of
an exclusive emphasis on a transfer
tax system that is shuffling into irrelevancy.

In conclusion

It is clear that clients and especially attorneys face daunting tasks as
the effects of estate tax changes take
hold. Both must learn new ways of
thinking about the clients’ objectives
and needs, thinking that is relatively
free of concern for estate tax liability
and dispositive patterns dictated by
the present federal estate tax. New
thinking will lead to the need for
new document language and new
forms to implement clients’ decisions.
The attorney will find unexpected
complexity arising from the myriad
approaches states are taking to tax
wealth at death. And many attorneys
will find their practices must evolve
into new subspecialties that complement their wealth transmission practice. While the practice changes, law
schools may also take note of the
shift. The consequence is quite likely
to be an elimination or reformation of
the common course in federal transfer taxation.
continued, next page...
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John H. Martin is of counsel for
Warner, Norcross & Judd LLP in
Michigan and visiting professor of
law at Ohio Northern University College of Law. His teaching and practice
areas are estate planning, estate and
trust administration, charitable organizations, federal income and estate
and gift taxation law. He earned his
A.B. and J.D. from the University of
Michigan, where he was Order of the
Coif, Phi Beta Kappa and assistant
editor of Michigan Law Review. He
is a member of the Bars of Florida,
Michigan and North Carolina. This
article was originally submitted for
publication in the September 2006 issue of Writ magazine for Ohio Northern University College of Law. Prof.
Martin can be reached at j-martin.8@
onu.edu.
Copyright 2006 by John H. Martin.
All rights reserved.
Endnotes:

The amount excluded from tax was $600,000
for decedents who died in years 1987 through
1996. The amount increased to $625,000 for
1998; to $650,000 for 1999; and to $675,000
for 2000 and 2001. Then, the amount excluded
from tax jumped to $1 million for 2002 and
2003; moved to $1.5 million for 2004 and 2005;
and became $2 million for years 2006-08. It is
scheduled to be $3.5 million during 2009.
2
Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-16 (hereafter
2001 Tax Act).
3
Under the 2001 Tax Act, the estate tax is
repealed for those dying in 2010. Sunset provisions cause the changes wrought by the 2001
Tax Act to expire at December 31, 2010. As a
consequence, the provisions of the estate tax
that would have been in effect without adoption
of the 2001 Tax Act come into effect at January
1, 2011. Under prior law, the exemption would
have increased to $1 million by 2006. Therefore, the $1 million exclusion is scheduled to
be effective in 2011 and thereafter.
4
HR 5638, known as the Permanent Estate
Tax Relief Act of 2006, was introduced into the
House of Representatives on June 19, 2006. It
passed the House on June 22, 2006, by a vote
of 269-156, and it now is pending a vote by
the Senate. The bill calls for a $5 million per
taxpayer exclusion ($10 million for a married
couple) for gift, estate and generation-skipping
tax purposes; tax on estates up to $25 million
in value at capital gains rates; tax at twice the
capital gains rate for estates over $25 million;
and use by the surviving spouse of any exclusion amount not used by a predeceased spouse.
1
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HR 5638 may or may not become law even in
an amended form. It indicates, however, the
general outline of a compromise that is likely
to be agreed upon before total repeal takes
effect in 2010.
5
Even prior to the 2001 Tax Act (when the
exclusion amount was $675,000), less than 2
percent of all estates were subject to the federal
estate tax. STAFF OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, DISTRIBUTIONAL
EFFECTS OF THE TAXPAYER RELIEF ACT
OF 1998 (1998).
6
In 1999, only 3,283 estates for which estate
tax returns were filed had a value of $5 million
or more. JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
MYTHS ABOUT THE ESTATE TAX: RHETORIC VERSUS REALITY 6-7 (1998).
7
The rates proposed in HR 5638, note 4 supra,
are pegged to the tax rate on capital gains. The
present capital gains rate is 15 percent, set to
increase to 20 percent in 2011.
8
Revenue Act of 1948, Pub. L. No. 80-471, ch.
168 §301(d), 62 Stat. 110,114 (1948) introduced the marital deduction. It allows some
or all of transfers to the decedent’s spouse to
be deducted from the value subject to estate
tax. Under present law, the exclusion is not
portable between spouses. This means that
if all assets simply are left to the surviving
spouse, the survivor has only one exclusion to
use. Consequently, planning to use the total of
two exclusions available to a married couple
becomes necessary when their wealth approaches the value of one exclusion.
9
This assumes Congress will not allow the $1
million exclusion to return in 2011, but instead
will adopt HR 5638 or a similar proposal with
a $5 million exclusion amount.
10
For a more complete explanation of the
disclaimer joint trust, see John H. Martin,
The Joint Trust: Estate Planning in a New
Environment, 39 REAL PROP. PROB. TR. J.
275 (2004).
11
A dynasty trust commonly is created with
assets having value up to the exclusion from
the tax on generation skipping transfers imposed by Section 2601 of the Internal Revenue
Code. That exclusion is the same amount as the
exclusion for estate tax purposes.
12
Those who lack an estate plan still need to
transmit wealth to the proper beneficiaries
under modes that are efficient and responsive
both to testator’s desires and recipient’s needs.
Those who have traditional documents that
mandate creation of an irrevocable trust at
the first death may find the documents to be
unwise and unresponsive. The plan is unwise
if it calls for an unneeded bypass trust that
incurs trustee fees, accounting expense and
produces inconvenience at best. Existing plans
are surely unresponsive both to the desires of
testators and the needs of beneficiaries if they
do little more than reflect compliance with an
inapplicable tax law.
13
I.R.C. §2011.
14
CHARLES D. FOX, IV, Ramification for Estate Planners of the Phase-Out of the Federal
State Death Tax Credit: Boom, Bust, or Unknown, Appendix B. 2003 Annual Meeting of
American College of Trust and Estate Counsel.
(Copy in possession of author.)
15
I.R.C. §2011(b)(2).
16
I.R.C. §2058.
17
As of May 1, 2006, 13 states impose an
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estate or inheritance tax. Another 13 have
retained a tax that traces its origin to the tax
formerly imposed to absorb the federal credit
for taxes paid to a state. Information derived
from chart maintained on website of American
College of Trust and Estate Counsel for use of
its members.
18
This is the amount sheltered from Ohio estate tax by the present credit against tax under
Ohio Rev. Code §5731.02(B) given the present
tax rates stated in Ohio Rev. Code §5731.02(A).
House bill 589 introduced in the General Assembly in May 2006 proposes to increase the
exemption from Ohio estate tax to the amounts
excluded from liability for federal estate tax.
19
Const. of Florida, Art. VII, Sec. 5(a).
20
See note 6, supra.
21
See note 8, supra, and accompanying text.
22
After formation of a limited partnership and
contribution of substantial assets to the older
generation, that generation transfers limited
interests to younger family members retaining
the general interest (being a small percentage
interest with total or majority control). The
value of the transferred interests is discounted
to reflect minority status, lack of control and
lack of marketability.
23
Grantor annuity trusts are sanctioned by
I.R.C. §2702. The grantor of such a trust retains a fixed annuity that, under the valuation
rules, has a value close to the value of the assets put into the trust. If the investment return
of the trust, including appreciation, exceeds the
payments back to the grantor in satisfaction
of the annuity, there will be value remaining
in the trust at the expiration of its term. This
excess value is distributed to the remainder
beneficiaries (likely to be children of grantor)
at virtually no transfer tax cost.
24
An intentionally defective grantor trust
contains a deliberate violation of the rules
stated in I.R.C. §§672-79 such that the grantor
remains taxable on trust income. The income,
however, belongs to the trust or its beneficiaries. Because the grantor remains “owner” of
the trust (i.e., taxpayer), transactions between
the grantor and the trust may be ignored for
income tax purposes. Rev. Rul. 85-13, 1985-1
C. B. 184. This may permit the sale of appreciated assets to the trust without recognition of
taxable gain.
25
The qualified personal resident trust device
is sanctioned by I.R.C. §2702(a)(3)(ii). Transfer of a personal residence into a trust that
complies with the provisions of Treas. Reg.
§25.2702-5 results in an immediate gift of the
remainder interest in the home to the trust
remainder beneficiaries. If the grantor survives
the trust term, the entire value of the home has
been transferred to those (younger generation)
beneficiaries at a very favorable tax cost.
26
Elder law focuses on the legal problems
encountered by an aging population. It covers
planning for incapacity, including financial and
healthcare powers of attorney, analysis of long
term care alternatives and insurance, planning
for residential alternatives during retirement
and qualifying and maintaining eligibility for
governmental benefits.

Members in the news
Scott Atwood named
president-elect of
Young Lawyers
Division
by Brian Burgoon
O n Ju n e 2 3 ,
Scott E. Atwood
of Atlanta was
sworn as the next
president-elect of
the Florida Bar’s
Young Lawyers
Division. It is only
the second time in
the history of The
Florida Bar that
ATWOOD
an out-of-state lawyer has been elected to lead the Bar’s
YLD.
Scott is a former two-term president of the Out of State Practitioners
Division, from 2003-2005. Some of the
highlights of his tenure as president
were that he launched the division’s
first website, expanded outreach and
networking opportunities for members and initiated the division’s firstever phone/Internet CLE.
Scott was elected to the YLD position by the YLD Board of Governors,
by a vote of 20-15 in a runoff election,
defeating Jennifer Ator of Miami.
Atwood was the top vote-getter in
the initial three-way race, in which
William Henry of Panama City was
eliminated.
Scott initially became involved
with the YLD as a University of Florida law student, when serving on the
executive board of the John Marshall
Student Bar Association he was selected as the association’s student
liaison to the YLD’s Board of Governors. In 1998, he was first elected as
one of the out-of-state members of
the YLD Board of Governors, and he
has served continuously on the YLD
board until his election as presidentelect. While on the YLD board, Scott
has chaired or served on such important committees as the executive
board and budget, law school, affiliate
outreach and annual meeting committees.
Scott will serve as president-elect

for a year under John Stewart of
Vero Beach, who was sworn in as
YLD president on June 23. Atwood
then will automatically become YLD
president in June 2007. As YLD president-elect and president, Scott will
also serve as a member of The Florida
Bar Board of Governors.
In addition to the established functions as YLD president-elect and
president of running the bi-monthly
meetings of the YLD Board of Governors, implementing and administering numerous YLD programs (such as
the Bar’s Practicing With Professionalism program) and serving on The
Florida Bar Board of Governors, Scott
plans to expand outreach programs,
increase diversity in the Bar’s leadership and expand the use of technology to benefit young lawyers and law
students. He also plans to upgrade
the YLD’s Internet site and increase
resources available to the site’s users
as well as promote increased access
to online tools and other activities.
Scott practices in the area of labor
and employment law with his own
firm, Atwood Law.
Contributing source: Theresa E. Davis, “Atwood to lead Young Lawyers
Division,” The Florida Bar News,
April 30, 2006.

***

Duffy Myrtetus elected
treasurer, Council of
Sections
E. Duffy Myrtetus
was elected treasurer at the meeting of the Council
of Sections held in
conjunction with
the annual meeting
of The Florida Bar
in Boca Raton.
Duffy has been a
member
of the ExMYRTETUS
ecutive Council for
the Out-of-State Practitioners Division since 1998 and is a former president of the division. He is a native
Miamian, but currently resides in
Richmond, Va., where he is a partner

with Kaufman & Canoles PC. Duffy
has served as the division’s delegate
to the Council of Sections for the last
three years.
The Council of Sections was formed
by the Board of Governors for the following purposes: (a) fostering communication among the sections of
the Bar and promoting efficiencies
in the delivery of section services to
members of the Bar; (b) working with
Bar staff and the Board of Governors
to promote efficient and cost effective
use of staff to support section activities; (c) improving communication
between the Board of Governors and
the sections; (d) advising and recommending to the Board of Governors
matters pertaining to policies and
procedures that affect the sections
generally; and (e) undertaking such
projects as the sections or the president of The Florida Bar may from
time to time request the council to
undertake.

***

Ian Comisky and Brian
Burgoon re-elected to
Board of Governors
by Scott E. Atwood
In March, incumbent out-of-state
Board of Governors
members Ian M.
Comisky and Brian
D. Burgoon were reelected for additional two-year terms.
Comisky, of Blank
Rome in PhiladelCOMISKY
phia, who joined the
BOG in 1998, was
re-elected without
opposition. Burgoon, an attorney
with Sutherland
Asbill & Brennan
in Atlanta, defeated
challenger Eric L.
Meeks, a sole practitioner in Cincinnati, by a vote of
BURGOON
928 to 666. Burgoon
was first elected to the BOG in 2000.
continued, next page...
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Members in the news
Richard Tanner
elected to TFB
Executive Committee
The OOSPD’s
former president
and current Board
of Governors member Richard Tanner
has been elected to
a term on the Executive Committee by the Board of
Governors.
This is the first
TANNER
time an out-of-state
member has been elected to that committee in the history of The Florida
Bar.
While two out-of-state board members (including Richard) have served
on the Executive Committee previously by presidential appointment,
this represents the first election of
an out-of-state member to the committee by the members of the board
at large.
“It represents,” comments Richard, “constantly growing recognition of the importance of out-of-state
members in the Bar’s future and the
leadership’s observation that the four
out-of-state governors bring meaningful contribution to the group.”
The four out-of-state governors are
Richard Tanner, Montclair, N.J.; Gary
Leppla, Dayton, Ohio; Ian Comisky,
Philadelphia, Pa.; and Brian Burgoon,
Atlanta, GA. Each has been given
meaningful committee assignments
for the next term by President Hank
Coxe. Ian will chair the Investment
Committee, Brian will chair the Rules
Committee, Gary and Richard will
sit on the Program Evaluation Committee and Richard was appointed
by President-elect Frank Angones
to be vice chair of the Communications Committee (meaning next term
Richard will chair the committee that
manages the public relations and
media for the Bar).

Congratulations, individuals
practicing 50 years! 1956-2006
by Eric Meeks, OOSPD Immediate Past President
Congratulations to the recipients of The Florida Bar’s 50-year Member
award and 50-year Senior Counselor award presented during the annual
meeting. I was privileged and honored to call out the names of the individuals receiving the new 50-year Senior Counselor award during a special
luncheon to recognize these attorneys.
As a reminder, the OOSPD worked hard to create the new 50-year Senior
Counselor award, which recognizes Bar members who have practiced 50
years, with part of their service in at least one other state.
The following is a list of the 50-year Member award recipients currently
living outside of Florida. Note: the entire list of award recipients was included in the July 1, 2006, issue of The Florida Bar News.

Congratulations to all, and keep up
the good work for our division!
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Herbert Ronald Berkley, New York, NY
Dana Ripley Bullen II, Alexandria, VA
Carroll A. Burke, Bowling Green, KY
Chandler F. Culver, Hudson, MI
Joseph Glass, New Haven, CT
Fred C. Hannahs, Albuquerque, NM
George R. Lubienski, Dearborn, MI
Raymond J. Malloy, Dallas, TX
John Lovell Moore, Jr., Marion, MA
Marian Sirote Rosen. Houston, TX
Alan Solomon, Waitsfield, VT
Lawrence W. Sperling, Ypsilanti, MI
Robert J. Sperling. Woodmere, NY
Howard Allen Weiss, Chicago, IL
Joseph Wyatt Womack, Mocksville, NC
50-year Senior Counselor award recipients
Paul I. Auerbauch, Palm Beach Gardens
Melvin William Butens, Hobe Sound
Edward R. Fink, Ft. Lauderdale
Irving David Gaines, Milwaukee, WI
Nicholas H. Hagoort, Jr., Boynton Beach
Allan E. Jones, Sarasota
James L. Kershaw, Tavares
William J. Lee, Howard
Joseph W. Muldoon, Green Cove
Joseph Pack, Delray Beach
Alfred J. Pomeranz, Hallandale Beach
Paul Conrad Schmitt, North Palm Beach
Samuel Sheres, Aventura
Arne Siegel, Palm Beach Gardens
Jack Charles Wolff, Boca Raton
Paul C. Zempel, Plant City
Mitchell B. Smith, Tarpon Springs

Congratulations, individuals
practicing 50 years!

50

50

50

Eric Meeks recognizes the 50-year Senior Counselors during the 50-year Member
and awards luncheon during The Florida Bar Annual Meeting.

50

50

Recipients of the 50-year Senior Counselor award remain after the luncheon for a group picture.
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Major Actions of The Florida Bar Board of
Governors — 2005-2006
submitted by Richard Tanner
Reconsidered a proposed advertising
rule amendment on attorney websites and created a special committee
to study website regulation.
Approved submission of a petition to
amend advertising rules, The Florida
Bar Re Amendments to Rules Regulating The Florida Bar—Advertising
Rules, in the Supreme Court of Florida. Proposed amendments involved
Rules 4-7.1 through 4-7.11.
Approved a new legislative position in
support of making DNA testing a permanent and meaningful component
of Florida’s criminal justice system,
to help ensure the real perpetrators
of crimes are punished, the freedom of
innocent people is protected and the
public’s trust and confidence in the
judicial process are not diminished.
The bill passed during the 2006 legislative session.
Held a retreat with section leaders
to discuss a wide variety of Bar-section issues, including new financial
arrangements and ways the Bar and
sections can help each other in their
missions to educate members and
improve the profession. Announced
at the retreat was the Bar’s work to
upgrade the technology for its CLE
offerings to include CDs and MP3s in
addition to video and audiotapes.
Approved two-year cycle rule amendments from Criminal Procedural
Rules, Appellate Rules, Juvenile
Rules, Traffic Court Rules and Code
and Rules of Evidence committees.
Approved the Animal Law Committee as a standing Bar committee.
Gave final approval to new policies
governing the financial relationship
between the Bar and its sections,
including how fees and expenses are
split for CLE programs.
Voted unanimously to approve a motion expressing that the board considers it unprofessional and unethical
Page 12 •

for lawyers to mine metadata from
electronic documents. Metadata is
hidden information in an electronic
document that can reveal changes,
authors, notes and other potentially
confidential information about how
a document was created and edited.
The board asked the Professional
Ethics Committee to study the issue
and determine whether it would best
be addressed by a rule amendment
or an ethics opinion. The committee
issued a proposed advisory opinion
and written comments were due by
May 31 to be considered in a June
23 meeting during the Bar’s annual
convention.
Approved a strategic plan for the Bar
for the next three years that calls for,
among other things, encouraging support of state legislative candidates
who support judicial independence,
getting adequate state and local funding for the courts and supporting the
Supreme Court’s certification of new
judges.
Endorsed a proposed amendment to
Rules 3.131 and 3.132 of the Rules
of Criminal Procedure on pretrial
release and detention proposed by the
Fast Track Committee of the Criminal Procedural Rules. The committee
suggested to the Supreme Court to
make permanent the temporary rules
it adopted after striking down a bill
that conflicted with the rules. But the
committee also submitted, if the court
wants to consider an alternative, a
rule based on the bill that passed in
2000. That bill denied non-monetary
bail on first appearance to defendants
charged with a violent crime, which
the court held was an infringement
on its procedural rule-making authority.
Requested that the Professional Ethics Committee issue an opinion on the
propriety of lawyers making electronic copies of old files and records they
must keep, and whether rules should
be changed to accept digital copies
on court records and other filings.
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The issue has become increasingly
important as lawyers have turned to
electronic copies to preserve files as
part of their hurricane preparedness
plans. No comments were received,
and the opinion became final.
Approved conducting a poll on Floridians’ knowledge of civic issues,
including the separation of powers,
as a parallel measure to a similar
nationwide ABA poll. Bar President
Alan Bookman used the results in
meetings with newspaper editorial
boards and other media as well as
during public appearances. Extensive
media coverage was received on the
poll and on the state of civic education
for youth in Florida. (According to the
Florida Law Related Education Association less than 10 percent of middle
schools require a civics course.) The
Legislature subsequently included
such a requirement in a 2006 education reform bill.
Approved creating a new certification
area of State and Federal Government and Administrative Practice.
Rules setting up the new area now
go to the Supreme Court.
Approved the recommendation to
conduct a survey of lawyers with
disabilities in Florida to see what
barriers they face. Survey results are
expected in July. Recommendations
will be developed and presented by
the Disability Independence Group
in the 2006-2007 Bar year.
Approved a proposed amendment
to the Bar’s contingency fees rules
as suggested by a special committee
in response to an order from the Supreme Court. The court is considering
a rule amendment petition from 54
Bar members asking that contingency fee limits in medical malpractice cases as approved by voters on a
constitutional amendment last fall
be put in Bar rules. The suggested
rules change would allow clients to
waive the fee limits imposed by the
constitutional amendment in writing

and after they are informed of the
limits and their right to seek other
counsel. The rule amendment, submitted to the Supreme Court in February, provides that a court review
is not needed unless the proposed
fee exceeds the limit in the current
contingency fee rule.
Approved a rule change that allows
lawyers called up to active military
duty to waive their annual Bar dues.
The rule will be sent to the Supreme
Court for final approval.
Approved a new legislative position
supporting the creation of 66 new
judgeships as certified by the Supreme Court. The Legislature passed
a bill authorizing 55 new judges, all of
whom will be elected. The bill became
law on June 10.
Approved the 2006-07 Bar budget,
which has no increase in Bar membership fees. The budget calls for
almost $34 million in expenditures
and projects more than $35 million
in revenues. Complete details were
published in the April 30 Bar News.

Approved a recommendation to expand the information Bar members
can list on the Find-a-Lawyer pages
on the Bar’s website. It will be up
to Bar members to go on the site
and provide the updated information
when the service becomes available.
Approved an ABA resolution that
state Bar exams should not have a
disparate impact on passage rates
of minority law students, and that
state and local Bars should support
programs that encourage minorities
to attend college and law schools.
Approved a standing board policy
to guide Bar attorneys when they
supervise Bar investigators in UPL
cases. The policy will allow the resumption of “undercover” activities
in UPL investigations after a hiatus
of several years.
Approved a revision of certification
policies to allow attendance at an
advanced trial seminar to count as
one trial toward meeting certification
and recertification standards when
trial experience is required.

Recommended six nominees to Gov.
Jeb Bush for each of the 26 judicial
nominating commissions. Bush will
appoint two from each slate for fouryear terms on the JNCs.
Approved recommendations of the Special Committee to Study Paralegal Regulation to create a two-tiered system
for paralegals in a new Chapter 20 of
the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar.
The first tier would be for paralegals as
presently defined in Chapter 10 of Bar
Rules and the second tier for “registered
paralegals” who meet certain education
requirements, have been certified by
certain paralegal organization or meet
certain experience standards. The rules
now go to the Supreme Court.
Received a preliminary report from
the Special Commission on Lawyer
Regulation. The board was expected
to begin considering the recommendations at its July meeting.
Approved in concept a new committee on legal-medical relations, which
would work to improve the relationship between the professions.

Organize a CLE in your town!

CLE CLE CLE

Want to get some CLE credits and get a bit of Florida law (including ethics credits) at the same time?
We can help. We have the division’s Chicago CLE program on video, and it’s divided into two threehour sessions. If you want to sponsor the CLE at your office in your town, you can get the CLE credits
with basically no effort on your part (other than showing up). Just call Arlee Colman, the division’s
administrator at 850/561-5625 or email her at acolman@flabar. org to get more information.

Author! Author!
The Out-of-State Practitioners Division offers its membership a valuable forum for the exchange of information on legal issues affecting
our interstate practices. To be truly effective, it is essential for a large cross-section of our members to contribute articles, news and announcements to this newsletter.
For those of you who would like to see your work in print, the rules for publication are simple: The article should be related to a subject
of general interest to legal practitioners with multi-jurisdictional practices. Articles focused on your home state are less appealing than
issues impacting a number of jurisdictions.
Please send document in rich text format (rtf) via email (editor@ctf.nu).
Please help your colleagues to get to know you by including a brief (two or three sentence) biography and include a head and shoulders
photograph. If you do not have a digital photograph, please mail a print to The Florida Bar, OOSPD, 651 East Jefferson Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300. Your photo and bio will be kept on file and need only be submitted once.
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Minutes of the Executive Council meeting
June 23, 2006 • Boca Raton Resort & Club
Attending the meeting were members Scott Atwood, Evan Azriliant,
Bard Brockman, Brian Burgoon,
Mike Busenkell, Tim Chinaris, Allyn
Kantor, Bill Lee, Gary Leppla, Eric
Meeks, Duffy Myrtetus, Scott Patterson, Richard Tanner, John Voorn
and Mindi Wells. Florida Bar staff
member Arlee Colman also attended.
Guests attending included Florida
Bar Immediate Past President Alan
Bookman, Bar President Hank Coxe,
Bar President-elect Frank Angones,
Board of Governors member Solomon
Badger and Government Lawyer Section member Ward Griffin.
President Eric Meeks called the
meeting to order at 4:05 p.m.
Attendees introduced themselves to
the group.
The Nominating Committee presented the slate of Executive Council
member and officer nominees for the
2006-2007 year. The nominees were
unanimously approved. The officers for
2006-2007 are
President
President-elect
Secretary
Treasurer

Scott Patterson
Tim Chinaris
Allyn Kantor
Mike Busenkell

President Meeks presented his president’s report. The division-sponsored
seminar held on Wednesday, June 21,
during the annual meeting was a success. More than 80 persons attended to
hear a fine variety of topics and speakers. The division-sponsored 50-year
Member and Senior Counselor awards
recognition luncheon was also well attended, with 17 recipients qualifying
for awards. President Meeks urged
everyone to attend the reception cosponsored by the division and the Government Lawyers Section following the
meeting.
Duffy Myrtetus reported on the upcoming Council of Sections meeting.
There appeared to be no controversial
items on that meeting’s agenda.
President Meeks pointed out that
Florida Bar members who are judges
in other states must pay Florida Bar
dues, while judges in Florida are exempt from paying dues. Gary Leppla
volunteered to serve on a subcomPage 14 •

mittee that would look into helping
resolve this discrepancy.
Brian Burgoon reported that several
items had been brought to his attention
by out-of-state Florida Bar members.
These items included:
• An expression of dissatisfaction
with the Florida statute that generally prohibits non-Florida residents
(including out-of-state Florida Bar
members) from serving as personal
representatives of Florida estates.
The Executive Council discussed
pursuing a change to this statute,
with members generally in favor of
this action.
• A suggestion that the Florida Bar
promulgate standard forms for civil
practice. The Executive Council took
no action on this item.
• An objection to Rule Regulating The
Florida Bar 1-3.7, concerning a fiveyear time period after which retired
Florida Bar members may not automatically be reinstated as members
in good standing. The Executive
Council took no action on this item.
• A request that action be taken to encourage Florida to adopt reciprocity
with other states for Bar admissions.
The Executive Council took no action
on this item. The council discussed
the division’s role in the Practicing
With Professionalism program.
• A suggestion that the division or the
Bar maintain a CLE tape library for
Bar members. The Executive Council
took no action on this item.
Florida Bar Immediate Past President Alan Bookman, President Hank
Coxe, President-elect Frank Angones
and Board of Governors member Solomon Badger joined the meeting. President Coxe administered the oath of
office to new Executive Council officers
and members. The Executive Council
expressed its thanks to the Bar officers
for their support of the division and its
members.
Richard Tanner provided an update
on the Board of Governors’ activities.
President Meeks reported on the
division’s CLE seminars scheduled for
the coming year. John Voorn is heading
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up the proposed Chicago seminar to be
held in the fall. He has lined up a couple
of speakers from the Illinois Registration and Discipline Commission. Mr.
Voorn asked for assistance in locating
other speakers. Richard Tanner reported on last year’s New York seminar,
which was well received but had a dropoff in the usual attendance level and
consequently did not break even. The
2006 New York seminar again will be
held at Fordham University. It is currently slated for Saturday, December
2, but there was discussion of changing the date to early in 2007 to reduce
expenses.
President Meeks presented awards
to Executive Council members, thanking them for their support and fine
work over the past year.
The Executive Council welcomed
guest Ward Griffin from the Government Lawyers Section. Mr. Griffin
thanked the division for its support of
the 2006 Federal Practice Seminar held
in Washington, D.C. The Government
Lawyers Section intends to present this
seminar in even-numbered years, with
a smaller seminar to be presented in a
location other than Washington in oddnumbered years. Mr. Griffin expressed
the wish that the division join with the
Government Lawyers Section and the
Appellate Law Section in cosponsoring
these seminars.
President Meeks informed everyone
that the deadline for submissions to the
next division newsletter is July 17.
At this time the ceremonial gavel
was passed from Mr. Meeks to Scott
Patterson, the 2006-2007 president of
the division. President Patterson presented an award to outgoing President
Meeks for his hard work as president.
Mr. Meeks expressed his appreciation
for the award and for everyone’s support. President Patterson outlined his
goals to continue the momentum that
has been generated and to make the
division more visible to Bar members.
The minutes of the December 16,
2005, meeting and the January 25,
2006, conference call meeting were
approved. The treasurer’s report was
offered, with no questions from the
members.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:25
p.m.

Thinking About Becoming
BOARD CERTIFIED?
Visit our Website at www.FloridaBar.org/certification
“Merit selection of judges and board certification of lawyers are two of the jewels in
the crown of the Florida justice system. The character, competence and commitment
that defines professionalism is also the essential formula for certification.”
The Honorable Harry L. Anstead
Justice, Supreme Court of Florida

Approximately 4,000 attorneys are Board Certified
by the Florida Bar. Board certification symbolizes
specialized skills, experience, and professionalism in
the practice of law. It is one way of helping the public
make a more informed decision when selecting a lawyer
and it is a valuable resource for referrals among those
within the profession. The Supreme Court of Florida
has approved standards for certification in the following
specialty practice areas:
Filing period is July 1 – August 31 for these
areas:
◆ Admiralty & Maritime Law
◆ Appellate Practice
◆ Aviation Law
◆ Civil Trial
◆ Elder Law
◆ Immigration & Nationality
◆ International Law
◆ Labor & Employment Law
◆ Marital & Family Law
◆ Tax Law
Filing period is Sept. 1 – Oct 31 for these
areas:
◆ Antitrust & Trade Regulation Law
◆ Business Litigation
◆ City, County & Local Gov't Law
◆ Construction Law
◆ Criminal Appellate
◆ Criminal Trial
◆ Health Law
◆ Real Estate
◆ Wills, Trusts & Estates
◆ Workers' Compensation

Benefits
✔ Identification as “Board Certified” “Specialist” or
“Expert” in your field of practice
✔ Personal pride, peer recognition and professional
advancement
✔ Malpractice insurance discounts
✔ Excellent referral network
✔ Separate listing in The Florida Bar Journal
directory issue and on the Bar’s Web site

Minimum
Requirements*
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

A minimum of 5 years in the practice of law
Substantial involvement
Passage of an exam
Satisfactory peer review
Completion of the certification area’s CLE
requirement

Other Important
Dates
Exam Dates Each Year (Day to be Announced):
1st Cycle: March
2nd Cycle: May

Staff contacts and specific requirements for each specialty area are available at

www.FloridaBar.org/certification
or by calling 850-561-5842
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Post Your CLE Credits Online!
Attention, Florida Bar Members:
You may now post all your CLE credits online! No longer do you have to pencil in bubbles on course
attendance cards and wait for your credits to post. Now you can post your credits online and watch your
record update in real time.
With the new CLE credit posting feature, you can conduct nearly all of your CLE transactions online. You
may already be using the Bar’s website to check your CLE credit status. Once you have opened your online
account (obtain your personal password), we guarantee the new online CLE reporting system will be both
more efficient and less time consuming than filling out and mailing the course attendance cards. All you need
to do is follow these simple instructions:

1. Go to www.FloridaBar.org.
2. Click on “Member Profile” on the right side of the web page.
3. Click on “CLE Activity Posting.”
Note: You will need to request a password prior to using any of the online functions. Please allow 5-7 days to
receive your confidential password.
After you have completed posting all of your credits, you may wish to print the confirmation page for your
records.
If you have any questions or need assistance with the online credit reporting, please call the Legal
Specialization and Education department at 850/561-5842.

The Florida Bar
651 East Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
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